








CHRIS CARR 

I hope this assists with clarifying our understanding on the current status. I've also copied in Alicia, so we're all in the loop 
with the same understanding. 

Kind regards 
Lynne 

From: Leah Lambert 
Sant: Monday, 31 May 2021 11:47 AM 
To: Lynne Clements 
Cc: Deputy Secretary of Trade 
Subject: RE: STIC Roles -Shortlisting and Panel Interviews 

Hi Lynne, 

We now have the below dates held in the panel's diary - Tim Reardon. Warwick Smith, Amy Brown and Jenny West for 
two of the panel interviews: STIC Singapore/ASEAN and STIC India/Middle East. 

Friday 25 June between 8:30am - 2.30pm Expect 4 candidates for Americas, 3 for Singapore/ASEAN. Can just fit in on 
this date. Important to do Americas early on. 
Friday 2 July between 10.00am -12.30pm Expect 4 candidates for India/Middle East 

Can you please confirm the timings - ie. we may be able to fit both panels on the one day: 25 June or is there sufficient 
time on 2 July to do one of lhe panels and the other panel on 25 June. We would also ask you to confirm if these timings 
correlate to the timezone where the candidates are located. Dates are held currently, but it would be Ideal to confirm 
timings so that we can circulate a diary invite to the panel. 

TIMING: STIC India shortlist candidates (pending final s/1 confirmation of names?) 1 candidate in India, 1 candidate in 
UAE other candidates AUS based). 
Given UAE -6 hours; and India is -4.30. Therefore while afternoon meetings AEST are more desirable for these 
candidates, due to candidate 'crossover' Americas and Singapore need to be done on the same day and the last two 
candidates would be from India then UAE. 

For the shortlisting meeting for the two roles noted above, we still require an earlier date as none of the earlier dates from 
Tim's office aligned with Warwick's availability. I have gone back to Tim's office lo find an earlier date for the shortlisting 
meeting. Our understanding was that if Warwick could not be there at the same time, the Shortlist would be discussed 
with him separately. Please confirm that 4/6 for shortlisting can proceed. 

For the STIC Americas role, as Mike had previously mentioned that he has limited availability in June we are seeking a 
July date for this panel. It would also require another shortlisting meeting for Mike to join and Jenny to drop off. Amy's 
assistant mentioned that the Americas role may be more urgent than July- can you please confirm if July Interviews for 
STIC Americas is an appropriate timeline? Amercias must be done as soon as possible, and we were not sure if Jenny 
is going to be on the Panels. 

Kind regards, 
Leah 

Leah !Ambert I ExecuUve .Anlatant to Jinny West 
Office of the Deputy Secretary, Trade I Investment NSW 
Level 35, 52 Marlin Place, Syciney NSW 2000 
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I ackn01•.�edge and pay my res;)ects lo the troditional owners and custodians on whose 1ond I walk, work and liv,3. 

lnve�menl NSW believes in ·au roles flex' I 1vork flexibly. l arn sending lhis message now because ,rs a good lime for me. bu! l don'I expect lhal you will 
read, respond or action ii oulsids of your own regul.ir hours. 

Ny workdays an,: Mon I Tue I Wed I Thu I Fri 
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